Don’t forget to share your creations
with us on our Tŷ Pawb face book page
as we love to see what you’ve all been
making at home!
#celfcartref #artsathome #usefulart
#celfdefnyddiol #arteutil
We will be selecting one of the creations

Bug In A Bottle
My name is Wendy Connelly, I am an artist and have been

‘Is This Planet Earth’. The creatures were displayed in laboratory

working with Tŷ Pawb for several years helping to deliver Criw

specimen jars. Dozens of isolated creatures tightly packed and
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looking out on the world. There is a relationship between that

I am drawn to nature as a point of reference for my artwork.

exhibition and our experiences today. We try to create a world

During these extraordinary times we’ve been forced to slowdown.

within our own space and a comfortable place from which to look

I have spent more time noticing and observing the life in my

out from. This is the inspiration for this ‘Bug in a Bottle’ project.

you post on-line as a lucky dip chosen at

garden and other green spaces.

random. The lucky winner will receive an

the exhibition at Tŷ Pawb called

Don’t forget to share your creations, as we’d love to celebrate

The bizarre and wonderful creatures from Katherine Reekie in

art pack with art materials inside, to be
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your artwork!
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collected from us at Tŷ Pawb when we

Step 1: From the card draw out

reopen.

a simple shape of your bug (this

material and scraps of paper. Look for patterns and textures to add

includes its head). You will need

to your chosen bug. I chose triangles for my shield bug and circles

to produce two identical shapes.

for my ladybird beetle. But you can do whatever patterns you like.

Step 2: Have fun with lots of mark making using a variety of

Glue the card on one side and

Step 3: Carefully cut six slits on

apply a layer of tin foil. *The shape
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on the right hand side (next to the
scissors) is the wing section of my

bug body shape. These will hold
the legs in place.

shield bug. This will also need to be
glued and covered in tin foil.

one side of your ‘tin foil covered’
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Step 4: From your coloured

coloured patterns you can then gently score the

patterns you are now to cut out

exposed foil to create a wing pattern. This can be

small shapes and stick to your

achieved by simply using a biro. To add a flash of

foil-coated surface. Remember to

colour on the wing case you can use an oil pastel on

leave some of the foil showing.

the foil (ordinary crayons won’t stick to the foil).

This gives a little sparkle to your

Step 8: Take two bag ties and place at the head of your

bug.

bug on the wing case section. These will be the bug’s

Step 5: Place the two shapes

antennae. Staple them in place and bend accordingly.

of your bug body (foil side out).

Once this has been completed you can now attach the

Staple along the edge all the way

wing case section to the main bug body. Just staple

around but leaving a small

the patterned section to the body as you want the

opening which will be used to
fill the body with scrap paper.
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Be careful not to over fill the
‘body’. Once you are happy
with your filled bug body seal
it with another staple. Now you
have the bug body complete.
Step 6: For the legs I gently

wings to sit proud of the body section.
Step 9: Now your bug is made it needs a home. If you have
a really big bug you may not have a big enough glass jar to
place it in. So in this case you can simply draw one. Add some
vegetation, drawn leaves. Place your bug in/on your bottle.
Create a nametag to describe your bug. All species of
bugs have special names so make sure that yours
does too.
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added the joints to the
wooden skewers by carefully
cracking (don’t break the stick

7
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completely) each stick at
regular intervals. You can add a
little piece of tape at each joint
to allow for a little movement. This also stops the
skewer from breaking entirely. Now you will be
ready to slot each leg into your bug body. When
you are happy with the positioning you may wish
to add a little bit of glue to secure them in place.
Step 7: Covering only the head with your
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